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in 2003, the tomb raider games were re-released for microsoft windows, which required extensive porting work. for the playstation 2 and xbox releases, the team at core design developed an entirely new engine and rendering system in order to recreate the game's
graphical quality. the game's environments were extensively redesigned and new gadgets and weapons were added. the game incorporates the very best of the tomb raider game series, from its action, puzzles and exploration to its use of cinematic storytelling,
character development and voice acting. all the original game's characters and locations are faithfully recreated, while the environments have been upgraded to enhance the game's sense of scale and beauty. all the tomb raider games share the same storyline,
but they are also unique in terms of their gameplay and environments. the tomb raider games are over the top and addictive, with many variations of gameplay and puzzles. the tomb raider games are always in first person view, which forces the player to move

around the environment, and use the environment to their advantage. the original tomb raider was a huge success, and the series continued to build in popularity thanks to the efforts of the crystal dynamics team. this series of games took the classic tomb raider
formula, added in a more dramatic story to complement the action, and added better graphics and more realistic gameplay. while the fourth game was a disappointment, the tomb raider reboot crystal dynamics: tomb raider was a huge success. the fifth game,
tomb raider, is one of the best games of all time. but while the first three games were available through steam, the fourth and fifth games were only available through direct purchase. thankfully, gog.com has stepped in and made the first two games available

through their website, and the third game is available for purchase via gog.com as well. the first game was available through steam, but the others were only available through gog.com until today.
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in tomb raider: legend, lara's father has been missing for several years. to find him, lara explores the ruins of an ancient mayan temple deep in the peruvian jungle. during her descent, lara discovers a secret passage that leads to a hidden temple. after lara passes
through a secret doorway, she is attacked by a huge monster, and is pursued through the temple by a group of mayan warriors. lara eventually finds a medallion that leads her to the city of san monique, where she discovers that her father is being held prisoner by

a corrupt mexican dictator. lara rescues her father, and the two escape from the city by flying off in her helicopter. lara returns to the temple to find the medallion before the mayans do, and the game ends with her father thanking her. in tomb raider: the last
revelation, lara investigates the ruins of an ancient mayan temple deep in the peruvian jungle. during her descent, lara discovers a secret passage that leads to a hidden temple. after lara passes through a secret doorway, she is attacked by a huge monster, and is

pursued through the temple by a group of mayan warriors. lara eventually finds a medallion that leads her to the city of san monique, where she discovers that her father is being held prisoner by a corrupt mexican dictator. lara rescues her father, and the two
escape from the city by flying off in her helicopter. lara returns to the temple to find the medallion before the mayans do, and the game ends with her father thanking her. the exhibit includes a replica of the iconic game boy advance lara croft game, a replica of the

original tomb raider title, a replica of lara crofts tomb raider classic game, and recreations of the memorable moments in the tomb raider games, including the famous tomb raider queen of the damned trailer. 5ec8ef588b
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